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DESSERTS

BRICK IN THE WALL   Infused Custard . Raspberry . Beetroot

Pink Floyd meets Amador
One of Juan Amador’s signature creations, this dessert was inspired by the brick stone 
interior design of Michelin starred “Restaurant Amador” in Vienna. It is an ode to our love 
for food and Pink Floyd!
Paired with Chai . Masala tea       25

WALD BY CHRISTIAN HUMBS   Buckwheat . Apple . Spruce Needle

A walk through an unspoiled forest
“Wald”, which means forest in German, takes you on a journey through an unspoiled forest 
with its fresh tastes and flavours. Earthy and invigorating, this dish was first conceptualised 
by renowned pastry chef Christian Humbs.
Paired with Jasmine Green tea       25

CHOCOLATE FONDANT  Chocolate . Tonka Bean . Passion Fruit

The finest explosion of German Chocolate
A vintage dessert originating from 18th century France, our chocolate fondant is an 
innovative take on a classic with unusual flavours and surprising textures.
Paired with Jasmine Green tea       25

GARDEN BY THE BAY   Flowers . Berries . Hazelnut     

Homage to Singapore Iconic Gardens by the Bay
A creation inspired by Singapore Gardens by the Bay infusing together the taste and smell 
of berry and floral freshness in the garden.
Paired with Ceylon tea        25

CELEBRATION PLATTER

For the special occasion, this artful platter is a great way to sample three of our 
creations, personally chosen and assembled by the chef daily.  75
 
Celebrate with a glass Moscato at special discount. 10 
  

DESSERTS

MOON WALK   Yoghurt . Nut Butter . Coconut

Our signature dessert which flies you to the moon...
Conceptualised by Juan Amador and Hüseyin Turan specially for House On The Moon, our 
signature dessert captures the essence of what we are all about. A work of plated art, the 
Moon Walk is bound to take your taste buds on an intergalactic trip! 
Paired with Coconut . Cream tea       25

BLACK FOREST        Chocolate . Cherry . Mascarpone Cream

A stony walk through the black forest
The renowned black forest cake originated from the spectacular Schwarzwald region of 
southwest Germany. House On The Moon puts a spin on this iconic dessert by incorporat-
ing new elements into its classic combination of chocolate, cherries and cream. Originally 
conceived at the 3-Michelin starred “Restaurant Amador”in Mannheim, Germany, this is a 
limited edition special you won’t want to miss.
Paired with Chocolate . Cherry tea      25

KALEA 65       Strawberry . Almond . Passion Fruit

A cheesecake was never that creamy
The Kalea 65 was created mistakenly by our drunk chef for an after party on Street 65 in 
Sri Lanka - a drunken mistake that resulted in the best cheesecake in town.
Paired with Mango . Passion Fruit tea      25

TARTE TATIN      Apple . Almond . Sour Cream

An apple pie that went topsy-turvy famous
A dessert that started off as an accident! Tarte Tatin is said to have been created by 
Stephanie Tatin in the 1880s when she placed her apple pie upside down. Our Tarte Tatin 
is a modern twist on this famous classic.
Paired with Apple . Caramel . Almond tea      25

          - Vegetarian


